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Overview of today's workshop

- Welcome addresses
- **Session I:** Security of Supply
- **Session II:** Policy, Regulation and financing for the development of energy infrastructure
- Lunch break
- **Session III:** Electricity Interconnectivity (coincides with tomorrow's EaP meeting thematic priority)
- Conclusions
Security of Supply Agenda

1. Evolution of Supply/Demand Balance
2. Energy Policy, Legal or institutional framework for Security of Supply
3. Main challenges in implementing the policy and or legal/regulatory framework
4. Identification of strategic investments/projects at national level
5. Regional coordination for Security of Supply (plans and/or projects)
6. International cooperation
Policy, Regulation and Financing Agenda

- Regional initiatives of the Energy Charter
- Regulation and infrastructure development, CEER
- EU external energy policy and infrastructure development, DG ENER
- Promotion of infrastructure development in the Energy Community
- Development of NIF projects pipeline, DG NEAR
Electricity interconnectivity Agenda

1. Existing and planned electricity interconnections
2. Project identification & appraisal
3. Financing & regulatory treatment of new interconnections
4. Main issues / hurdles faced in relation to the investment
5. Stakeholders involvement and cost sharing
Organisational features of this workshop

• It is a discussion – not a seminar !!!
• All speakers have 15min slot + 5 mins extra time for Q&A
• Two screens – 1 English & 1 Russian
• Simultaneous translation
• Participants’ questionnaires
Спасибо!
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